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1. Introduction

One of the most promising approaches to the design of distributed software is the technique of
mobile agents [White96]. A mobile agent is an entity, which is capable to migrate around in a
distributed system to fulfill its task instructed by the user. The typical migration entity of a mo-
bile agent is an object of the object-based programming paradigm [Booch94] or a whole group
of objects migrating together. The usage of mobile agents has not only the advantage of work
delegation but has technical reasons as well: one advantage islower usage of bandwithby mov-
ing the computation with the mobile agent to the data rather than the data to the computation.
Especially if the agent has to deal with vast volumes of data, as it is typical in the area of infor-
mation-retrieval, the paradigm of mobile objects seems to be feasible. But the use of mobile
agents is still an area of academic research, i.e. typical implementations of mobile agents are
small. With implementing “real world” applications like “Electronic Commerce” or “Personal-
ized Server Behaviour” [HCK95] agents will become bigger. Then the question arises whether
mobile agents implemented as a single migration entity are still the adequate programming par-
adigm. The consequence would be that mobility has to be confined or the praised advantage of
bandwith limitation will be lost.

2. FOAM and the AspectIX architecture

We propose the programming model calledFragmentedObjectAgentModel (FOAM), which
is based on the object model of the AspectIX architecture [HBG+98]. This object model adopts
thefragmented objectsparadigm [MGN+94], which evolves the monolithic object model intro-
duced by Booch [Booch94] to the needs of distributed systems. The basic idea is to split a single
object into smaller parts—thefragments—which can be distributed over different address spac-
es. All fragments implement the same interface and represent the so calleddistributed objectin
the accommodating address space. The fragments of a distributed object can communicate with
each other using specialized mechanisms offered by the AspectIX architecture, e.g., multicasts
and optimized stream sockets. AspectIX uses a CORBA-compliant communication layer so that
distributed objects can be used by all applications which fulfill the OMG standard [OMG98],
and vice versa, the fragments can use any CORBA-compliant objects as well.

How migration is modelled with distributed objects of the AspectIX architecture is presented in
[GSH+98]: the distributed object is extended by creating a new fragment in the destination ad-
dress space. Then the distributed object is shrinked away from the source address space by re-
moving the fragment there. The old fragment can be replaced by a simple stub, which just acts
as a forwarding entity. The implementation of conventional mobile agents with FOAM is
straight forward and induces no additional overhead in comparison to frameworks using a mon-
olithic object model, but FOAM is more powerful as it allows more fine grained migration en-
tities for a mobile agent. The idea is to split off parts of the mobile agent into fragments which
then define own migration entities. There are different possibilities to perform the decomposi-



tion into fragments which are currently evalutated in our research group. Our framework has the
following advantages in comparison to frameworks using a monolithic object model:

Scalability. While in ordinary systems there is only a decision between no migration, i.e. the us-
age of RPC-semantics, and full migration, i.e. the usage of mobile agents, in FOAM there are
more possibilities of migration in between by migrating the fragments of the object. What we
get is the possiblitity ofpartial migrationof the mobile object: not the whole object has to mi-
grate but just the relevant parts of it. The two usual systems RPC and mobile agent are just spe-
cial cases in FOAM: if no fragments are mobile the system is equivalent to the RPC-semantic;
if all fragments of the agent are migrated together we get the conventional mobile agent model.

Dynamic adaption. The implementor of the object offers the finest granularity of migration
with the size of the provided fragments. At runtime, the object or the runtime environment can
decide, how many fragments are migrated and therefore which granularity the migration has.
This decision on the distribution can be changed dynamically at runtime.

Omnipresence.In specific application domains for mobile agents, multiple feedback of differ-
ent hosts is needed to be able to fulfill a task. Typical examples are applications with auction
semantics as they are used in bargains. In FOAM, instead of pure migration we can use replica-
tion of the relevant fragments. Technically this is easy: after a fragment is copied to the new
destination, the fragment on the source side is just not deleted [GSH+98]. The different frag-
ments therefore spread over the application domain instead of migrating from host to host. An
agent can be omnipresent and i.e. haggle with different shops at the same time.

3. Conclusion

Mobile agents implemented with a monolithic object model can get too big and therefore too
sluggish for migration. FOAM offers scalability in migration by using more fine-grained migra-
tion entities than whole mobile agents. Further advantages of this approach are the possiblities
of dynamic adaption and omnipresence of an agent. Our current research focus the evaluation
of different decomposition techniques which are relevant for the feasiblity of this approach.
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